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CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY
Diamond
Anniversary
From humble beginnings in 1956, Cargo Carriers still epitomizes the values espoused by its charismatic and determined
young founder, Des Bolton. Ambition, courage, confidence, integrity and a quest for perfection underpin the many decisions
that catapulted the company from its early days with the purchase of its first truck, “Old Faithful” in 1956, until today, six
decades later, as one of the country’s top transportation companies.

The past twenty years have seen the company transform
and develop to ensure the continued upward trajectory. We
are extremely proud of the Cargo Carriers legacy and are
committed to taking the company to even greater heights,
based on our founding principles and values. It’s the Cargo
Way.

Innovation is synonymous with Cargo Carriers. The
company’s constant service reinvention ethos has led to the
development of specialist and patented trailers, intelligent
telematics, and its cutting edge outlook saw it byte into
the computer age of the eighties and nineties; installing
state-of-the-art technologies. This is still evidenced today
in the latest technology present in its vehicle fleet, and in
the optimization opportunities available, thereby providing
clients with exceptional computerized logistics solutions
and supply chain visibility.

We stand ready to continue traversing the high road and
celebrating a company that has journeyed successfully
from its inception way back in 1956; a proud company
that is sustainable, puts its customers and people first, is
constantly innovating, and ensuring it stays a road ahead.

– Cargo Carriers Fleet

– ‘Old Faithful’, the company talisman purchased in 1956

Over the sixty years the company has grown and expanded its footprint
and service offering across a range of sectors. 1959 saw the first
Swaziland branch opening; driven by an entrepreneurial flair which
still forms part of the company’s DNA today. The sixties, seventies and
eighties were marked by many strategic acquisitions and ventures into
new industries; providing jobs and growing the post-war South African
economy. The company began providing logistics support for the
mining, fuel, dry bulk powders (cement), steel, chemicals, and sugar
industries. Some of these industries have further opened doors for the
company to involve itself in social projects, enhancing skills of future
young entrepreneurs, and thereby giving back to communities in which
it operates. The highly successful owner-driver programme marked
the turnaround of many lives and seen success built upon success.
The listing on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange in 1987 took the
company to new heights; and whilst change was constant, its core
values remained the same. Over the years, Cargo Carriers has
contributed significantly to industry bodies, including the Public Hauliers
Association and the Road Freight Association, Chemical and Allied
Industries Association (CAIA), and the Institute of Road Transport
Engineers (IRTE). Emerging as an industry leader, the company’s
geographic footprint continued into unchartered growth areas and
provinces; ensuring the business could find solutions to support clients’
needs in a buoyant eighties market; whilst the nineties were marked by
growth into the broader southern Africa.

IKAMVALETHU SHARES –
Our Future
Cargo Carriers recently launched an employee share ownership programme – Ikamvalethu Shares Proprietary Limited.
The launch of Ikamvalethu Shares Proprietary Limited sees the company partner with employees to create a culture of
ownership where the employees will share in the future success of the business.
We are committed to constantly look at new and innovative ways of enhancing our business. It really all starts with
people, they create the framework and drive the process. Ikamvalethu Shares is another manifestation of our belief in
our employees. Providing shares is also a way of rewarding loyal and dedicated service to our company which talks to
our values of Loyalty and Mutual Respect.
We are proud of how the company has evolved and are honoured to partner with our employees to accelerate the
company and create value for all shareholders.

Murray Bolton

Garth Bolton
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OPERATIONS
POWDERS

A reliable transporter in the construction industry
Cargo Carriers, has been an active participant in the cementitious
industry for almost three decades. Providing safe transportation
for South Africa’s large cement companies, Cargo Carriers has
evolved as a loyal supporter of the construction industry.
Gaining traction in the cementitious market in the late 1980s
from our involvement in the Katse Dam Project and also
transporting bagged cement in Lesotho and bulk cement in
the Freestate, the Cargo Carriers business model has long
been one of steady business growth, offering innovative and
sustainable solutions for clients in a safe and cost effective
manner.
Projects supported through contracts with major cement
companies include road infrastructure development, as well
as haulage of bulk cement to end users in the retail industry.
Today, our geographical footprint includes the Free State,
Eastern Cape, Gauteng and North West Province. We pride
ourselves on our spreading abilities during road stabilising and
have done this throughout the country on various projects.
Cargo Carriers has scooped several industry awards in this
sector; including Supplier of the Year Award in 2010, 2011 and
2013; Branded Transporter of the Year in 2012, as well as the
reputable Safety SHEQ Award from various cement companies.

FUELLING THE FUTURE

Supporting Growth of the Fuel transportation industry in the Eastern Cape
Uzuko Carriers, a joint venture founded in 2010 by Caltex
Eastern Cape Marketers (CECM) and Cargo Carriers,
has been providing transportation services specifically to
service the Eastern Cape Caltex Retail forecourts; ensuring
fuel is constantly available to the public.
The energy market in the province has been growing
steadily and volumes transported for CECM have increased
by 60% over the past five years. 96 Fuel Filling Stations are
serviced by CECM from Port Elizabeth and East London,
throughout the Eastern Cape and surrounding areas,
including the Transkei and smaller coastal towns.
We cover all the major areas including the smaller towns
and it is our intention to support our customers and the
public with all their fuel needs and ensure further growth
through providing reliable service and making use of the
latest technology available.
Innovation and safety lie at the heart of Uzuko Carriers
culture. State-of-the-art Bartech technology has been
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introduced in vehicle tankers to ensure the safety of product
and assist drivers in making accurate deliveries at optimal
turnaround times. Bartech technology can be equated to
having a computer on wheels. These compartmentalised
tankers, fitted with electronic dipsticks allow different
products to be discharged simultaneously.
Electronic dipping devices determine whether fuel is leaving
the vehicle whilst in motion, while also ensuring fuel cannot
be dispensed at the incorrect location. It also prevents
incorrect fuel quantities from being delivered, assuring
fuel security for customers. This innovative technology
includes a product identification device (PID) which is
connected to the correct tanker compartment, preventing
fuel contamination. The technology is also linked to the
electronic proof of delivery (EPOD) device.
Uzuko Carriers and CECM was one of the first companies
in South Africa to introduce Bartech technology, thereby
raising the bar for quality and safe service for customers.

60 Years of Logistics Excellence

Growth in the Eastern Cape
with Ezethu Logistics
KOMANI (formerly Queenstown), Eastern Cape, South Africa,
4th November 2016. Ezethu Logistics, a wholly owned subsidiary
of Cargo Carriers, celebrated the official opening of its Komani
satellite depot, a new facility established to support the growth
and infrastructural expansion projects in the Eastern Cape. Under
management and direction from Bloemfontein in the Free State,
the workshop and office facilities in Queenstown will provide
logistics services to the province, including the major centres of
Port Elizabeth and East London.
Based on the customer’s site in Queendustria, the new facility
provides a three-point delivery footprint; including Queenstown,
East London and Port Elizabeth; and further afield to outlying areas
including the Transkei and the coastal routes of the province. Bulk
and bagged cement volume transportation in the Eastern Cape is
growing, bearing testament to the infrastructural investment and
expansion of the region’s road projects.
This innovative business model ensures speedy and efficient
customer service, providing a centralized combined focus on the
client and end user. This approach encourages teamwork from
both Ezethu Logistics and the customer, supporting a win-win
approach for all.

– Ezethu Logistics – Komani Office

– Official opening of Queenstown satellite depot
– Murray Bolton – CEO Cargo Carriers

- Traditional dancers - Stepping Stone Junior School - local Queenstown school

– Garth Bolton and Abraham Hlalele

Another Gold for
CargoSolutions

Aerosud Aviation, a proudly South
African
aerospace
component
manufacturer, has been servicing large
international aircraft manufacturers for
a number of years, building complex
and often critical components for
Regarded as the ‘Oscars’ for the local modern passenger aircraft.
supply chain and logistics industry,
the annual Logistics Achiever Awards In the aircraft component manufacturing
recognise
professionalism
and industries, raw materials are sourced
excellence in the effective application only from the most reputable and
of strategic, tactical and operational accredited suppliers. The challenge
logistics and supply chain management however, is that most of these suppliers
principles, concepts, and practices in are abroad, implying long lead times,
and obviously expensive materials.
Southern Africa.
CargoSolutions, together with Aerosud
Aviation and Opslogik won Gold at the
28th Annual Logistics Achiever Awards
held at Monte Casino, Fourways on
Thursday, 13th October 2016.

of overstocking on a portion of the items,
whilst simultaneously experiencing outof-stocks on other item.

Aerosud Aviation embarked on
the implementation of the Theory
of Constraints based production
solution (DBR) a few years ago, but
had never expanded the demanddriven replenishment principles in the
procurement area. In 2014 Opslogik
and CargoSolutions were contracted
to assist in the implementation of this
functionality. An interface between the
ERP system of Aerosud (Syspro) and
the TOC enabling Symphony software
CargoSolutions
attained
the Add thousands of expensive raw was developed, and the new business
prestigious Gold award for their material items, long lead times, and processes followed.
submission of “Excellence in a Highly sometimes even shelf life restrictions,
Technical Procurement Environment”. and you face the inevitable challenges
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– Murray Bolton (CEO – Cargo Carriers); Rhulani Manganyi (Ezethu Logistics
- Distribution Supervisor);Nandipha Makhumbi (Ezethu Logistics Distribution
Supervisor) & Siviwe Zweni (Ezethu Logistics Contracts Manager)

- Murray Bolton, Dawid Janse van Rensburg, Pauline Legodi, Andre Jansen van Vuuren

Reducing inventory levels whilst maintaining high
levels of availability, in one strategy
The solution essentially consisted of a decoupling of the
raw material warehouse, stock and time buffers were size
based on historical consumption, and the dynamic buffer
management system was activated. Procurement from
then on became purely a function of replenishing stock
buffers as it was issued to production, mitigating for long
replenishment lead times with dynamically adjusted stock
buffers.
Aerosud Aviation embraced the new procurement principles
and the system with endless enthusiasm, and new business
processes were refined and deployed.
Reduced inventory levels have obviously made an impact on
the financial results through releasing substantial amounts
of working capital, making for impressive financial results.

Dawid Janse van Rensburg (CargoSolutions),
Thabo Magabe (Aerosud Procurement),
Brian Ingram (Aerosud: Supply Chain Director),
Albert van der Wat (CargoSolutions) and
Konrad Bartel (Opslogik Consulting: MD)

This is indeed a logistics improvement project placing South
African manufacturing companies at the forefront in the
world in terms of procurement excellence.
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Orange is the
new Green
Cargo Carriers has since the migration from the old prime mainframe to a client/ server environment during the late 1990’s, remained with
the methodology of physical “tin” servers for each Line of Business and Infrastructure requirement resulting in high electricity utilisation,
heat generation and the need to retain the core temperature of the data centre at 19 Degree’s, this combined added around about 53
tonnes to Cargo Carries’ annual Carbon Footprint.

After extensive research and physically migrating the Data Centre to offsite storage (in the Cloud and also located in third
party Data Centres), decision was made to rather migrate our existing server environment which comprised of individual
physical servers, each with their own dual redundant power supplies, internal memory, processors and banks of spinning
disks to a virtualised server environment housed within a SAN: (A Storage Area Network), running on state of the art Solid
State Disks (SSD’s) and four Microsoft Hyper-V load balanced failover cluster servers. The only true SSD SAN solution on
the market that met our environmental requirements was the PureStorage FA-m10R2 device, the entire SAN utilises less
power than a standard household hairdryer does!
Soliton went live in October 2016 and the migration of physical servers to virtualised servers has commenced, the expected
benefits include a fully redundant / DRP environment, consolidation of hardware resulting in reduction of annual licensing,
a solution that runs at room temperature assisting with the reduction of power consumption (from 89,588.52 Kw p/year
to +- 30,537.36 Kw p/year) and with the reduction of power consumption facilitates the project of moving Cargo Carriers’
Head Office onto PV (Photovoltaics/Solar) and off the councils electricity grid furthermore reducing our impact on the
environment.
Data Centre Project Team consisted of: DG (www.dgstore.co.za), PureStorage South Africa engineers, Larry Michaels and
Stuart McIlwraith, well done team on a successfully implementation!

Now:

Based on the above and ongoing constraints on the South African power grid plus requirements to start reducing Cargo Carriers
environmental impact, the MIS Department took the initiative to do their part in reducing the impact the central Server Data Centre has.

- Stuart McIlwraith and Larry Michaels

A new warehousing and
distribution division for
Cargo Carriers

During the last couple of months, a lot of hard work has gone into establishing two new warehouses, one in Johannesburg
as well as a 2 700m2 warehouse in Cape Town for the warehousing and distribution of footwear.
The Johannesburg warehouse can be found off Main Reef Road in Johannesburg, and from this warehouse we currently
deliver plastic boots to the northern parts of South Africa. During the past months approximately 40,000 pairs per month
have been delivered and this number is growing.
Establishing a distribution division in Cargo Carriers has long been a dream, and now we are actually starting to realise the
dream. Well done to Charl van Wyk, Winnie Moyo, and Nonceba Magcuntsu for all the hard work.
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THE SPIRIT OF UBUNTU
702 Walk the Talk -

Sunday, 24 July 2016

Senmin / Cargo Carriers
Annual Golf Day
CELEBRATING

Parys Golf & Country Club – 29th October 2016
Senmin and Cargo Carriers celebrated their 10 year ‘golf partnership’ and once again
it was another great event – great golf mixed with great people, laughter and fun.

It is always inspiring to see people coming
together from all walks of life to join each other in
a fun, feel-good activity and this year’s 702 Walk
the Talk was truly a celebration.

A TWIST IN THE GAME ….

Walkers came in all ages and in all kinds of attire,
and ranged from serious competitors who took
part in the 30km and 15km distances, to families
who took part in the 8km and 5km distances.
“Walk the Talk” is all about fun and family
engagement and sees many taking part for charity.
This year Cargo Carriers had 25 participants
“Walking for Wellness” Well done Team Cargo!

On A Lighter Note

Cargo Sasolburg vs Senmin
at the Emerald
Casino Ten Pin Alley
Senmin - Cleaning up the Strikes
for a 3rd time

THE MARSHMALLOW
CHALLENGE
- Murray Bolton

- Hennie Fourie (Senmin)

- Garth Bolton

21st July 2016 saw Senmin take the trophy for the 3rd time this year –
Congratulations Team Senmin
Highest scoring individuals – Cargo Carriers

-

Leah and Kamaal

Highest scoring individual – Senmin

-

Ian & Karien

Overall highest individual score – Cargo Carriers

-

Michelle Spies

AND THE

WINNING TEAM
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Jules Aupiais (Senmin); Herman Eksteen (Senmin); Hendri Eksteen; Murray Bolton

